American Politics Research Workshop: Fall 2005 Schedule

9/19  Guest Presentation by Prof. Jamie Carson (UGA)  @ 2 PM (note time)

9/23  "The Art of Associating" (Casey Klofstad). Presented by Tony Smith

10/14  “Gender Quotas and Political Ambition” (Davidson Schmich) Presented by Drope

10/24  Guest Presentation by Prof. Karen Kaufmann (U of Maryland)

10/28*  “Democratic Ethics, Environmental Groups and Symbolic Inclusion” George Gonzalez

11/11*  Oleg Smirnov TBA

12/2  "The Electoral Disconnection...." (Tony Smith) Presented by Smirnov.

12/9  “The Nature of Subconstituencies: The Case of Cuban Trade” Presented by Drope

*Discussants needed

All meetings in the Political Science Conference Room.